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BOOKS 

My main research interest is in the ancient afterlife of Greek plays and playwrights. My first book, 

Menander in Antiquity: the Contexts of Reception (forthcoming with Cambridge University Press), answers 

a simple question—why was Menander so widely popular throughout antiquity?—by focusing on the 

three social institutions that appropriated Menander and his drama: public theatre, dinner parties and 

schools. My approach to reception goes beyond the influence that Menander exerted on later authors 

to include a variety of sources such as artefacts illustrating Menander’s comedies, papyri preserving their 

text and inscriptions recording their revivals in public theatres. My book shows that performance 

remained a key medium whereby later Greeks and Romans approached Menander. They saw 

Menander’s plays performed in public theatres well into the second century AD and staged in the dining 

rooms and gardens of wealthy house-owners across the Empire. It is also very likely that pupils in the 

Greek East performed Menander’s drama to foster their delivery skills.  

 

My current project, Canonizing Poets and Plays: Classical Greek Tragedy in the Hellenistic Period, gathers 

and analyses all our sources for the reception of classical Greek tragedians and their works from the fifth 

to the first century BC, in both the textual and material record. My main goals are: (i) to determine the 

media whereby knowledge of plays was transmitted (performance, books, oral communication) and (ii) 

to outline the specific shape of this reception, especially questions of the canonisation and omission of 

specific authors or genres. The canonization of Greek works is traditionally tied to the Library of 

Alexandria, where scholars collected Greek texts and reportedly selected the ‘best’ authors and the ‘best’ 

works by concentrating on specific dramatists and plays. My intention is to test this assumption against 

our evidence for the reception of classical Greek tragedy before and after the establishment of the 

Library. Our sources, which are rich and often hard to assess, include honours lavished on poets, interest 

in their biographies and public reperformances of their plays both in and outside Athens. Equally 

important is the reception of specific tragedies outside theatres, in other institutions (symposia and 

schools), literary works (dramatic, historical, philosophical, and rhetorical texts) and artistic media (vase-

painting). My preliminary findings show that a selection process was already in place well before the 

Library of Alexandria: almost 75% of our tragedy-related vases from fourth-century South-Italy, for 

instance, reproduce scenes from the canonical tragic trio, Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides. We can 

also identify a fairly consistent pattern between the plays illustrated on South-Italian vases and the Greek 

models for several Roman tragedies staged in the Republican period. Although current scholarship has 

often debated the value of our tragedy-related vases, Roman tragedy has never been considered as a 

source for reconstructing actors’ repertoires on South-Italian stages. 
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